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WC USC rw:;it rcscarch on estimation und &sting in the ,w~:crtce of unit roots to argcc that Hall’s 
(1978) I- ano r‘.tcsts of whetl,~ consumption is prcdictcd by lagged income, or by lags of 
consumption bw ond the tirst, ;m: asymptotically valid. A Monte Carlo experiment suggests that 
the asymptotic i- and F-distributions provide a g,ood approximation to the actual Ii&e-sample 
distribution. 

1. Introduction 

Are regression tests of the permanent-income model of consumption !valid’ 
when consumptinn and income have unit roots? Reoxrt resewrcb on nstimatioll’l 
and testing in the presence of unit roots has emphasi:.ed that standard 
procedures are often asymptotically valid even with stochastically growing 
regressors. In this paper, -ye use these developments to show that Nall’s (1978) 
G and F-tests of whetha, consumptior. is predictesl by ;aggcd income, or by 
additional lags of consumption beyo,id ?hc first, are legitinate under some 
standard assumptions 1 IOUD the firsi differences of conseuption and income. 

‘This result might at iirst seam surprising, since in tfdr study of Havin’s 
(1981) test CL tbc lx:mxxnt income model Mankiw and Shapiro (1985) 
preseutzd dramxtic e,,,dc. ‘*e that ‘if income is indeed a ~.dom walk, tl:en th,- 
stanc~4rJ testing prod; *; is greatly biased toward finc.iRg elss’ss xnitivity’ 
iii consumption to c trreoli income (p 165). Tlif c: i&nc “: rY ,zourse 
i., t~h~;J;V~i Al:, :Iie results u!‘ rnanx ._qthcr studies tlm ~hov .i-rat. standard 
I: raceduses may be severely biaserj m ti;c ;:‘zx~G’,~ of qIt idots [e.g., ?‘uller 
f l976), Nelsc~ aud Kang (1981)]. 
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~ : -  ~:r~ -~:-d,are~ ~ ~. ~ot, however, always misleading when the regres- 
:~m; i,,,, .  '~,~:: ,oots. Si ~:~ Stock and Watson (1986) and West (1986) show 
~'~• _~.~ .~-~-.~ ~-~ >~.~ ...... ~.~ ,c'~a,--¢ regressors the uo~ml testing procedures are 
, : : , ~ap t~_ .~  ";ral/d ff ~ ceg~es~on can be rewritten so that the coefficients of 
:.~: r,'--s ~. : ~: o~ ~ o n ~  : zero mean regressoL ~n particular, ff consumption 
~,, ' inco~,- ~re ~ r ¢ ~  ~-stafiona~, and ct~tegrated .-as is argued em- 
,~&~h" ._: : ) - : . ~ 1  C: ;8') and E ~ e  ano Granger (198"0, and as the 
)~e,,~.-,- ~ ,~.n~-.'-;ae v o d d  L'~)fi~:--: d[A's (1978) regression can be rewritten 
~, .!)~ .. ~i~ v,:~ :...'~e c,,escr~¢ or  ~" ~ of a time trend is not relc.~,ant to this 
~,:':u~ ;~';~, ,~',~k ~ I  Watson .1986)]. The essential distinction between 
~i:.!~'s G7)8"~ ~.~8. Ma~.~iw and ~ ~piro's (1985) r'~'essions is that while Hall 
~.-.,~d~,~ ~ ~a~" ~f ~msumpfion as a regressor, M a ) , ~  and Shapiro (1985) did 
:~e~ ~:~- ~,~-." ~:e'~5: minor discrepancy means that Hall's regression can be 
~:~;~-:~:~. ~ ,~,'.'~ necessary fashion, N~nkiw and Shapxo's cannot. This im- 
p~:'>~.~ ~'~' ::~'.-2e e-p~hasizes the general proport ion that integration and 
~i~:,:~ :xt;.ox. ~:,r~.,r~rties of the regressors matter for the distribution of test 
a~:Js',/~. ~:;e ~ ~ake this argument precise ha section 2. 

~,-~.~ ~,e fmite-~n',ple performance of these tests might differ substan- 
t ~ . y  f; o~ ~ ~-'-~. ~ by asymptotic theory. To investigate this possibility, 

-~-.:'.~n > ~'~ -.eport the results of some Monte Carlo experiments based on a 
c,.~n~.~.~a~-'.~; ~" ~ of consumption and income. The support for the asymp- 
t~ ~': ~ ' ~  :~. <lranmge: in a ~mple  of  size 100, t- and F-tests based on the 
ust~l 5f~ a . ~ 3 t o t i c  critical values are found to reject ha 4~ to 7~ of the 
t:ialg 

W~- caut~:.~ ,, he  reader that we are not sti&~,~-~-,g ~hat standard procedures 
~re a)~'..ys ~:a~id in the presence of unit roo~s. "fhe arguments concerning 
r..en-,~t~, ,:,~.~ ,:istribufions in Manldw and Shapiro (1985), for example, are 
a p p r o ~ ? ~  ~, many circums~mces. Rather, we are explaining that standard 
~estin~, pro~ ~mnes are appropriate in many other c~.':umstan~es. Dete~ra~ining 
whc.~ "~:,: ~s,.~ asymptotic~ apply requires a careful examination of  the 
~ntegr:,tior,. ~cend and cointegration properties of the regressors. 

Z Tbe model mtd tests 

We adopt Flavin's (1981) inter3retation of the permanent-income model. 
Con.~npfion (Ct) equals permanmit income, the annuity value of the sum of 
human wealth (ht) and non-human wealth (w,): 

C = rw ,+  r ( l  + r ) - t h , ,  

h,= E, E (] "~r)-J)',., (1) 
j-O 

wt-- (1 + r)w,_l +y~_t - C,_ P 
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In (1), r is the real interest rate, )'t is labor income, and E, denotes 
expectations conditional on the consumer's informa6on set (assumed to be 
equivalent to linear projections). Thus consumption is proportional to the sum 
of human wealth - the expected present value of future labor income - and 
accumulated savings. 

Fiavin (1981) showed that (1) implies that the chang., in consumption equals 
the unpredictable change in the annuity value of labor income, Le., that 
dC, = G- C,_, = r ( h , -  E,_ lh , )=  e,. This leads to Hall's (1978) famous con- 
clusion that consumption follows a random walk: C,-- C,- i  + e,, where E,_le t 
= 0 .  

Current savings can also be obtained from (1). Let y d be disposable 
income, Yt d = Yt  "4- rt¢ r Substituting, the expression for h~tman wealth into the 
first expression in (1), 

r ? -  c , -y ,+  c, 

- - r ( l  + r )  - i  Y'. ( I  +r)-J(E,  yt+j-yt) 
j-o (2) 

= - ~ .  E,(1 + r) -Jdy,+j .  
/ -1  

Thus cunent  savings is the negative of the expected present discounted 
value of changes in future labor income, as emphasized by Campbell (1985). 
This impfies that C t and ~d are cointegrated in the sense of Granger (1983) 
and Engle and Granger (1987). Following Nelson and Piosser 0982) and 
Mani:iw and Shapiro (1985), suppose first that y, has a unit root with possibly 
non-zero drift - the case considered in our Monte Carlo experiments - so that 
A.lt is stationary with possibly non-zero unconditional mean a. Then (2) 
impfies that Yt d -- C / =  g q" Ut, whel~ g -~ - f - ~  and u t is stationary with mean 
zero and finite variance. That is, Yt d and Cr individually have unit roots, but 
Yt d - C  t is s ta t ionary.  1 Alternatively, suppose that Yt is stationary with a 
non-zero mean; agai~ (2) implies Edt and C, are cointegrate£. Although so far 
Yt d and ~ have been assumed to have zero drift, we generalize this to let 
E d y,d = E ACt = ~, so that y d _ C, is stationary. 

Mankiw and Shapiro (1985) follow Flavin (1981) and consider testir~g the 
random-walk prediction using detrended data. One of their tests is the t-test of 

--- 0 in t~le regression 

aC, = ~ +.Y,d_, +S t+~ , .  (3) 

l More pre~a~ely, if d.~ has a finite ~ dem/B/, dNm the vadan~ of the final exp~on  in 
O} win be ~n~te, so that ~, - G will be stadonary. ~ and Gra~,.r {I~7~ F~ov~le ~ p h ~  
evidence ",hat ~ J  per-capita non-durables consumption and income are ~megrated. 
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Mankiw and Shapiro (1985) a~ume that income is ~ p,,_:'e :-~ndom ,~valk with 
drift and that the consumer ~ only past income to forecast future income. 
Since in this framework Yt a-- C t + x, the test (3) is equivalent to regressing C t 
on Ct_ z, a constant and a time trend and testing whether the coefficient on 
lagged consumption is one, where C t is a random walk under the nulL2 The 
theoretical and Monte Carlo results in Fuller (1976) and the Monte C~1o 
results in Mankiw and Shapiro (1985) show that there is a strong tendency 
towards incorre-otly rejecting the null hypothesis that ~r---0 in (3). Indeed, 
Mankiw and Shapiro (1985, table 2) find that ff the usual 5 percent critical 
value for a t-test is used in a sample of ~ 100, the null is rejected 61 percent 
of  the time. As glustrated in Banerjee et al. (1986), the poor finite-sample 
performance is indicative of non-standard asymptotic beha~or of the t-statis- 
tic on ~r. 

Neither Fuller's (1976) nor Mankiw and Shapiro's (1985) analysis, however, 
is relevant to the regressions of the form reported by Hail (1978), 

Ct =p.+.SC,_z + s'zEd,_z +---+".'.'.rpYt~p + e t, (4) 

in which ~r z . . . . .  ~'p =0 ,  and, in general, Cs + ~ ~ ~d, under the null 
hypothesis. Although either (3) or (4) can be used to test the random-walk 
hypothesis, the ~qatisfical properties of the test statistics based on the two 
regressions axe different indeed. The key s ta t is t i~ difference between the 
regr¢~sions (3) and (4) is that, even though income ! ~  a unit root, the 
c ~ i c i e n t s  on income in (4) can all be written as coefiic~ents on mean zero 
stationarj" variables, whereas in (3) this Ls impossible. It is impossible for (3) 
since no linear t~mbination of a time trend and a variable with a unit r c ~  is 
stationary. By contrast, ~he right-hand side of (4) can be rearranged to y~e|d 

c , =  ( # +  ~ ,~+ - . .  +~',,,d + (/~ ~- ~, + - - -  +~,,)c,_,  

c ,_ ,  - , , )  + . . .  + (5) 

or 

c,  = ,,, + 4 ,c ,_ ,  + o , ( y , ~ ,  - c ,_~  - , d  

d + ... +0,(r;_,- c,_,- ~) + ~,, ~,s') 

where m = / t  + ~-t~ + - . .  +~rv~ , ~, = (/3 + ~r z + . . -  +~rp) and 0i-- ,r~. Since the 

2Actually, Mankiw and Shapiro (1985, p. 169) assume that consumption and income are 
detrended in initial regressions, and that AG is then regressed against y:d. As they ~ in ~ 
footnote 4. however, this is nu~:rically equivalent to estimating the trend .~maltaneously, as in 
om eq. (3}. 
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OLS estimators of {0 A in (5') are a lgebrai~y identical to the OLS estima- 
tors of ( ~ } in (4), the null hypothesis could be tested using e i th~  regression. 

The fact that (4) can be rewritten as (5) means that some standard results 
hold (given, of  course, some standard assumptions about AC~ and AYES). When 
time is excluded as a regressor and consumption and income have non-zero 
drift, Theorem I of  Sims, Stock and Watson (1986) and Theorem 3.1 of  West 
(1986) hnply that the OLS estimators of (~r,} are jointly asymptotically 
normally distributed, t~nver~jn~ at the rate T ~ .  Theorem 2 of Sims, Stock 
and Watson (1986) and Theorem 3.4 of West (1986) imply that t- or F-tests 
examining any or  all of these estimated coefficients have the usual asymptotic 
distributions. The theorems in West (1986) show that these results hold even if 
e, is conditionally heteroskedastic. 3 The theorems in Sims, Stock and Watson 
(1986) s low that these results hold even ff a time trend is included on the 
right-hand side of  (4), and co~ ,s~mption and income have zero drift. The key 
con~t ion  is that it  is possible t~ .,~viite the equation so that the coefftcients of 
interest are on mean zero s~.tionary variables. ~ The asymptotic normal 
distribution follows because the s+.afionary avd mean zero regressors {Y~_~- 
C~_~- ~}, i - - 1  . . . . .  p ,  are asymptotically uncorrelated with the other re- 
gressors in (5"). T~t~ { ~ } have the usual joint  asymptotic normal distribution, 
and converge at  th~ usual T t/2 rate. 5 

It  is useful to contrast the asymptotic distribution of  the coe~cients on 
lagged i~come ~ith 0t~. of the coefficients on lagged stock prices, which Hall 
(1978) also used to te~ the unpredictability of  consumption cbnnges~ Suppose 
that stock prices have s unit root, but  that consumption and stock prices are 
not cointegrated, s The~ Hall 's (1978) F-tests of  the predictability of  consump- 

3In inch a rose, it is ~mpria~ to use ~ sta~l~d l~u~m 0~) mxl Newey a~l W~t (19~ 
adjustment for a~xli1~tl ~ t y .  West 0986) also shows that the standard fofmul~ 
would al~ly ~ the dls~ ~ ~ autoco~t~, or ~ oae w~re ~ (4) by two-~gc 

iffi l , . . . , p -  L How~,..~ +.~s ~s e~i.'mportant: the ~ is needed o~y  to show the 
~ of m ~  ~ rew~4r~ an~i ~ bas~ on all ~ h  tams~ormed n~gre~on mod~ ~ ~ 

~See Fuller (1976) and ~ (1978) for a similar ooaclmio~ in the estimation of a tmivariate 
AR(p) process with a uait tool It may be useful to note that if consumptio~ has no ~dnft or a 
time uend is preset, ~ c ~ v e t ~  to its l l m i ~  ~ at rate Tand ~ and h are not 
asyn~tot/ca]ly norm~ S~i~arly, &/n (3) ~ to i~s limil/~ ~ ~ at rate 
7". C ~ , / f  comumpfion has a drift and no time uexl h p respU. ~ conveq~ at rate T 3~ 

~} ~ and ~ are a s y m p ~ l y ~  Xncktmt~, t~e fact t ~  ~ corteges more rW'~Uy than 
me,ms that in asymptotic ~ tes~ that involve both ~ and (e A, ~ can be treated as 

Imown with ceftaimy. This is a useful fact in mine contexts [see S/ms, Swck and Watson (1986)], 
though not in the prment eumpl~ 

eFor n~l, ~ k s  sm'vices and comump6on, and the real S aud P .500 stock price index, 
per capita, 1950:1-1984:4, the mdl hypothesls o~ no cointq;m6on is m,ot rejected at ev~ ~ ~ 
percent level by eitt~ the ~ and ~ (1987) m~zzmed Dick~-Full~ test ar the Stock 
and Watson (1986) q]O,l) test 
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tion using p lags of stock prices are not valid. However, since any p - 1 of the 
coefficients on lagged stock prices can be rewr.tten as coefficients on mean 
zero stationary variables (lagged changes of the stock price n~nus t~eir 
means), tests based on any p - 1 of the p estimated coefficients on stock prices 
are valid, in paniculaz, if e-~ 1, the usual t-test on each of these coefficients, 
considered ~ndividually, provides a valid basis for testing the predictability of 
consumption. 

We close this section by providing some intuition for the resuh that 
imposing the true restriction/) ffi 1 in (4) so sharply changes the asymptotic 
analysis. To be concrete, suppose that only one lag of income is included as a 
regressor (p  -- 1), and imagine for the moment that consumption and income 
are stationary. Then imposing a true coefficient on Ct_ t (which would be less 
than one) would in general improve the efficiency of th,: estimate of the 

d . coeffi~ent on Y~-l, the greater the correlation between Ed=_ l and C,_ l, the 
greater the gain from imposing the restriction. In the case at hand, y, d l  and 
Ct- t axe cointegrated, so that they are perfectly correlated in the sense that the 
R 2 of a regression of consumption on income will converge to one. The 
efficiency gained asymptotically from imposing f l=  1 in (4) reflects this 
asymptotic perfect multicO.iir, earity, with the cocfficiem on Yt a_ x in the con- 
strained case conver~'n£ to a 'unit roots" distribution at the rate T rather than 
Tl/2. 

3. Monte Carlo results 

Might these asymptotic results provide a useful guide in practice? We 
investigated this question using Monte Carlo experiments of the model (1). Let 
changes in labor income consist of two independent white-noise components, 
el, and e2t, so that the non-dete~mlnistic portion of the process for labor 
income evolves according to Yt--Yt-i 4-¢1t4-e2t. Suppose that the cortsumer 
knows the first ~ e n t  contemporaneously bu; knows the second compo- 
nent one period in advance, so that the consumer's information set is 
{el,_j,e2,_j÷ l l j >  0}. It is straightforward to show that, under the model (1), 

Ayd----  It + e f t  + (1 + r ) - t e 2 t ,  (6) 

AC: -~ it + el ,+ ( |  + r)-le2,+l.  (7) 

We have added the drift It to account for a possible deterministic component 
of income and consumption growth. Thus Ct and Yt d have unit roots, but 
C t - -  Yt d = (1 + r ) - t e2 t+l  is stationary. 
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Table 1 

t-tests invol-,~ng a ~ t e  lag of income" 

Percent rejections 
qua~files for t-slafisfi~ -~;n~ o ~totic 
for H0:lr-0 crMcal values 

Median 
/t /t 0025 0.05 0.50 0.95 ~).975 I0~ 5~ 

f^) :--,= ¢ + #C,-~ + s.'~,_j + ~  

T-= 50 0.0 -0.02 -2.07 -1.78 -0.12 1.53 1 .85  0.102 0~054 
0.3 0.02 -1.86 -1.58 0.(~ 1.80 2 .08  0.111 0.051 
0.6 0.04 -1.85 -1.50 0.17 1.87 2 .20  0.113 0.062 
1.0 0.04 - 1.79 -1.48 0.20 1.88 221 0.112 0.054 
3.0 0.~4 -1.77 -1.46 0.20 1.84 2 .19  0.109 0.054 

T= 1OO 0.0 -0.01 -2.03 - 1.73 -0.07 L58 1 .89  0.102 0.050 
0.3 0.01 -1.83 -1.51 0.09 1.79 2 . 1 0  0.102 0.051 
0.6 0.01 -1.90 -L52 0.10 1.75 ZOO 0.1(23 0.051 
1.0 0.03 -1.77 - 1.44 0.17 1.71 2 . 0 2  0.09,) 0.045 
3.0 0.02 -1.80 - 1.47 0.13 1.75 2 .11  0.096 0.051 

T= oo n~& 0.OO 1.96 -1.65 0.OO 1.65 1 .96  0.1OO 0.050 

(B) C,=p+6t + #C-i +'~,-~ +e, 

T= 50 0.0 -0.05 -2.24 - 1.94 -0.27 1 .37 1 .70  0.113 0.062 

T= 100 0.0 -0.03 -2.13 -1.82 -0.19 1.47 1 .76  0.106 0.053 

7"= oo n.a. 0.OO - 1.96 - 1.65 0.OO 1.65 1 .96  0.100 0.050 

"Dism~butions for T - 5 0  and T.- 1OO calculated from Monte Carlo simulation of 5000 draws 
on eq~ (6) and (7) l a l ~ t - i t  + et, + (1 + r ) - l t~,  ~ . .  t~+ tt, + (1 + r)-le~+l], with (el,. t~) 
- N(0,0.512) and r - 0.0125, so that o, - 0.997. The T= oo l;n~ report the asymptotic vahte~ 

The  Monte  Car lo  simulations were performed using income and consump- 
t ion series generated by (6) and (7) with ( e w e , t ) - N ( 0 , 0 . 5 1 2 )  (where 12 
denotes  the 2 × 2 identity matrix) and with Mankiw and Shapiro's (1985) 
value for r (1.25 percent per ~ r i od ) .  Out of  concern that the small-sample 
distr ibutions of  the tests might be sensitive to the size of  the drift [see Evans 
and Savin (1984)], the experiments were repeated for F - - 0 ,  0.3, 0.6, 1.0, and 
3.0; the 0.6 drift  matches the rativ of  the mean cha:xge in quarterly real 
per-capita disposable income to its standard deviation from 1959:1 to 1983:4, 
the value used by Mankiw and Shapiro (1985). Regressions of  the form (4) 
with p = 1 and p = 4 were estimated, both excluding and including time as a 
regressor. The  experiments were repeated 5000 times using T = 50 and T =  100 
observations, respectively, representing the final observations of  55 and 105 
draws of  consura~tion and income. 

Table  1 contains the results o f  the t-tests based on  the p = 1 regressions. A 
comparison of  the asymptotic and Monte  Carlo quantiles when time is 

7When a time trend is included, we report results only for p - 0 ,  since the results using 
detrended data do not depend on the size of the drift 
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Table 2 

F-tests involving four l ~ s  of income.* 

Fampitical quantiks for F-statistics 
for Ho:{~ =0}, i = 1 . . . . .  4 

Percent rejections 
using asymptotic 

critical v~ues 

0.05 0.10 0..50 0.90 0.95 10% ~% 

T - 5 0  

T- 100 

T~oo  

(^) c , - . +  #¢_, +.,~',_, +,,.r?,_. +.,~_3 +.,.'f,_,~ *~, 
0.0 0.19 0.27 0.86 204 2.58 0.116 0.066 
0.3 0.18 0.26 0.86 2.09 2.68 0.123 0.071 
0.6 0.19 0.28 0.88 2.13 2.67 0.131 0.072 
1.0 0.19 0.28 0.87 2.07 2.70 0.122 0.070 
3 n ~;.t~ O ~ 0.9~9 2.16 2.71 0.131 0.076 

0.0 0.17 0.25 0.81 L99 2.44 0.108 0.058 
0.3 0.18 0.27 0.85 2.02 2.53 0.123 0.071 
0.6 0.18 0.27 0.84 2.02 2.51 0.112 0.062 
L0 0.17 0.25 0.84 2.00 2.48 0.109 0.059 
3.0 0.19 0.27 0.88 2.04 2.54 0.114 0.062 

n.a. 0.18 0.27 0.84 1.95 2.37 0.100 0.050 

T = 5 0  

T -  100 

/ ' s e e  

o.o 0.19 o.29 0.91 2.20 2.72 0.136 o.o77 

0.0 0.18 0.27 0.83 2.05 2.54 0.120 0.064 

n.& 0.18 0.27 0.84 1.95 2.37 0.100 0.050 

ZSee note to table 1. 

excluded from the regression (panel A) indicates that the t-statistic exhibits a 
slight negative shift when there is no drift; with a positive drift the distribution 
is shifted slightly to the right. The shift in the distribu~on is more marked 
when time is included as a regressor (e.g., with T =  100 the 5 percent Monte 
Carlo percentile is -1.82,  while the asymptotic value is - 1 . 65 ) :  This shift 
diminishes as the sample  SiZe gt'OW~ M~.oreover, in all the cases in table 1, the 
two-sided t-test rejections fall between 9.0 percent and 11.3 perce~t using the 
asymptotic 10 percent critical value, supporting the use of the asymptotic 
theory. 

The results for F-tests based on regressions with four lags of income are 
reported in table 2. As in the case of the t-tests, the tendency to reject too 
often is slight, the worst case at the 10 percent level being a rejection of 13.6 
percent using detrended data with T ffi 50. When the sample size is increased 
to 100, this rejection fraction drops to 12.0. Finally, differences in the size of 
the drift evidently have tittle effect on the size of the F-tests. 

We close this section with some evidence on M~nkiw and Shapiro's (1985) 
suggestion that spurious excess sensitivity to income in the ~ o n  (3) 
should be attributed to small-sample consumption-income c~'gelafio~ in- 
duced by incorrectly detrendin S a random walk. It appears instead that the 
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Table 3 

Tests with AC~ as the dependent variable? 

93 

percem ~jectio~s 
Empirical quantiles for t-statistics ! ~  asymptotic 

Median for H o : ~ -  0 cdtical values 
p # 0D25 0.05 0.50 0 .95  0.973 10% 5% 

Tffi 100 0.0 -0.04 - 3.21 -2,82 - 1.59 0.19 0.52 0.458 0.331 
0.3 - 0.00 - 2,95 - 2.34 - 0.56 1 .15 1.51 0 132 0.076 
0.6 -0.00 -2.40 - 1.76 -0.25 1 .48  1 . 8 5  0.103 0.053 
1.0 - 0.00 - 2.22 - 1,62 - 0.15 1 .63  1 . 9 9  0.095 0.060 
3.0 0.00 -2.02 - 1.63 0.05 1 .71 2.07 f~.106 0.063 

T ~  oo n.a. 0.00 - 1.96 - 1.65 0.00 1 .65 1 . 9 6  0.100 0.050 

T=100 0.0 0.42 0.57 1.42 2.70 3,02 0.273 0.273 0.150 
0.3 0.20 0.35 1.00 z06 z48 0.131 0.131 0.059 
0.6 0.19 0.32 0.95 1.99 2 .28  0.105 0.105 0.040 
1.0 0.18 0.31 0.93 1.98 2.31 0.104 0.104 .0.046 
3.0 0.21 0.28 0.87 2,08 2 ,52  0.131 0.131 0.060 

T ~  oo n.a. 0.18 0.27 0.84 1.95 2 .37  0.t00 0.010 0.050 

~See note to table 1. The entries for quanfiles and percent rejections o~ the T,- ~ ~ ~ n ~  
apply when pt ffi 0, as explained in the text. 

spur ious  sensi t ivi ty is main ly  due  to the  shift  in  the asymptot ic  d is t r ibut ion  o f  
the  e s t ima to r  o f  ~r in  (3) f rom a normal  to  Fel ler 's  (1976) "uni t  roots '  
d i s t r ibu t ion .  This  may  be  seen in t~ t~  of H o :  Ct . . . . .  ~ p - - 0  in the 
regress ion 

d (s) 

wi th  p ffi 1 o r  p -- 4, W e  generated 5000 M o n t e  Car lo  samples  o f  size 105 (so 
T - -  100), a n d  tested H o ~ n $  the usual  asymptot ic  t- and  F-crit ical valaes, 
T h e  resul ts  a re  in  table  3. The  effect of  even a sinai! dr if t  is to  shif t  the  upper  
tai l  o f  the  d is t r ibu t ion  o f  the  t-statistic substant ia l ly  to  the  right. However,  for  
p f f i 0 . 6  (approximate ly  the s tandardized shif t  in  U.S. disposable  income), 
subs tan t ia l ly  m o ~  mass remains  in  the  left tail t han  is predicted by  the 
asymptotic normal approximation. Nonetheless,  the  percent  rejections for the 
F -  a n d  two-s ided t-tests are satisfactory for all  non-zero  drif ts  considered;  they 

are,  o f  course,  qui te  unsat isfactory for  p---O. $ 

~The fact that ~ is less biased in panel A of table 3 than in panel A of table 1 is coa~tent with 
the m.~re rapid convergence of ~ when the unit root in Ct is impo~,,ed. See the discussion at the 
end of section 2. 
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4 . ~  

These results suggest three conciusions. F L ~  while it is premature to 
conclude that the qualitative results in this paper are appiicable to other 
regressions in which the right-hand-side varizbles are all integrated or coin- 
tegrated, 9 the asymptotic distribution theory provides a remarkably good 
guide to the small sample properties of the test statistics in the simple model 
of consumption studied here. 

Second, while 'spuriously detrending' an integrated process can often lead 
to highly biased inference [Nelson and Kang (1981)], this is not the case for 
the test statistics s tudi~ here. The methodological lesson of  this exercise is 
that it is importa_nt to examine, either theoretically or empirically, the joint 
integration properties of the regressors in question as a step towards obtaining 
asymptotic, ally justifiable infereao~ 

Third, Hall's (1978) tests involving lags of income are a.~mptotically valid 
in the context of  the model presented in this paper. This conclusion does not, 
however, mean that there is tittle evidence A oaln~ the permanent-income 
model  Such evidence can be found in a difference-stationary or cointegrated 
environment [e.g., Campbell 0985), Nelson (1987), Watson (1986), and West 
0988)] and in the individual ~-statistics for **he stock-price regressions in 
Hall's (1978) original paper. 
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